
RE :  Christianity & Sikhism   Y 5/6 Cycle A: Knowledge & Understanding

Previously, in Christianity I 

have learnt …

In Y5/6 Christianity,  I am learning…

I can recall key events in the Easter story 
and
I can give examples of when Jesus showed 
forgiveness and explain why I think He 
asked people to follow His example

I can start to explain the Christian belief 
that Jesus was God in human form and why 
God gave him to the world.

I can explain two different ways that a 
Christian might interpret one of Jesus’ 
healing miracles

I understand that Christians can show their 
commitment to God in different ways and will 
prioritise these differently.

I can explain whether Jesus’ crucifixion was God’s 
intention or a consequence of events.
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I can start to explain the Christian belief that Jesus 
was the Incarnation of God

I can start to explain the Christian belief 
that Jesus was God in human form and why 
God gave him to the world.

My Future

I can explain what Christmas means to 
Christians

In Y5/6 Sikhism, I am learning…..

I can explain the relevance of a Sikh story to their 
beliefs

I can make links to how Sikh’s practise their 
religion and the beliefs that underpin this

I can describe the different ways Sikhs show their 

commitment to God.



RE Christianity & Sikhism Y 5/6     Cycle A: Personal Resonance

Previously in Christianity, I 

have learnt …

In Christianity Y 5/6,  I am learning… In Sikhism Y5/6 I am learning… My Future

I can identify the different levels of commitment 
that I show to different things and explain these 
priorities

I can explain what gift I would like to 
give to the world and what difference it 
would make

I can explain what a miracle is I can 
explain a miracle that I would like to see 
happen today.

I can start to explain how ‘true’ can mean different 
things to different people and how stories can be 
‘true’ in different ways

I can explain my groups symbol.

I can explain how stories can teach people about 
what it important and how to behave
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I can give an example of someone with a strong 
sense of purpose their life and give my opinions on 
this



RE :  Christianity & Sikhism   5/6 Cycle A: Evaluation & Critical Thinking

Previously, in Christianity I 

have learnt …
In Christianity Y5/6,  I am learning… In Sikhism Y5/6 I am learning…

I can start to express my opinion about Jesus’ 
crucifixion being his destiny/purpose

I can explain why some ways of showing 
commitment to God would be better than others 
for Christians.

To explain how Christians might try to put 
into practice Jesus’ teachings about 
forgiveness

To explain Christians show friendship and 
how God helps them do this

To understand why Jesus’ crucifixion 
symbolises hope for Christians.

I can explain why Sikhs show different levels of 
commitment
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To reflect on whether I agree with 
Christian beliefs about Jesus’ death
.

I can express an opinion whether the Christmas 
story is true

My Future

To I can explain what Christmas means to 
Christians

I can explain how Sikh stories could teach 
different people important lessons

I can evaluate the best way a Sikh could show 
their commitment to God.
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